
Let the adventure begin

PA RT OF THE M A LV ER N 
COLLEGE FA MILY 

OF SCHOOLS



90 acres of  
classroom

Happy children with the right 
guidance and context can 
achieve anything and that is 
what we strive for at Abberley. 
We are blest here to be situated 
in the most glorious spot, amid 
90 acres of woods and grounds, 
and we make space in our weekly 
timetable to capitalize on the 
opportunities this offers. Pupils 
are introduced to everything from 
fishing to bee-keeping, rebuilding 
a Land Rover to foraging, forest 
school, and so much more.
Our days are structured to 
maximise our classroom 
time whilst ensuring that 
there is plenty of time to 
enjoy the outdoors and the 
broader curriculum.
Pupils leave Abberley Hall 
with broad horizons, with a 
deep-rooted self-belief and 
confidence, and the foundations 
to excel at senior school.

Abberley Hall is a happy, 
supportive and inclusive 
community. Our beautiful 
rural setting provides 
our children with endless 
opportunities to experience 
the freedom and magic of 
childhood, whilst the depth 
and breadth of our academic 
programme, alongside the 
broad range of challenges and 
activities in our co-curriculum, 
encourages our pupils to 
discover their own individual 
passions and potential.

 A WA R M W ELCOME TO  
A BBER LEY H A LL SCHOOL
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Riding Trikes
Learn to ride trikes 
in the playground

Swimming
Receive your fi rst 
swimming badge

Library
Visit the library and 
read your fi rst book

School Chickens
Collect eggs from 
the school chickens

Get Messy
Express yourself 
with paints, 
water, clay, 
chalk & sand

On Stage
Perform on stage 
in the Ashton Hall

Bee-Bots
Programme the
Bee-Bots

Numicon
Master the
Numicon

Forest School
Practice balancing 
logs at Forest School

Playground Fun
Play and laugh 
with friends

ICT
Have fun with
Purple Mash! 

 

Clock Tower
Roll down the Clock 
Tower Bank and 
explore the 90 
acres of woodland

Star Chart
Be awarded your 
fi rst Star Chart

Playground Games
Immerse yourself in 
playground games

Tasty Treats
Cook up some 
tasty treats on 
the camp fi re

Fresh Veg
Plant it.
Grow it.
Eat it.

Abberley Patrol
Join the Abberley 
Patrol... Peewits, Owls, 
Woodies or Cuckoos

French
Learn to speak
in French

Residential
Spend a week
away with friends.  

Catching Fish
Catch a fi sh in the 
Ink Pot Lake

Instruments
Learn how to play 
an instrument

Surfi ng
Surf on the
Cornish beach

Latin
Learn to love Latin  
amo...amas...amat!

Boarding
Spend your fi rst
night in the
dormitories

Represent 
the School
Represent 
the school in 
sports teamsWaterslide Fun

Travel down the 
bank in summer 
on a waterslide

Build a den and camp 
out in the woods

Outdoor Education

Visit the theatre 
School trips 

Stay over 
night in London

Have an
adventure

Join an afterschool club

Activities
and Clubs

Complete all 
the challenges

Abberley 
Awards

In Nursery and
Reception you will....

In Pre-Prep 
you will...

In Prep 
you will...
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Your Abberley 
  Hall Adventure...



Pre-Prep 
& Nursery
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Where the 
adventure 

begins



The children are offered 
multiple chances to build on key 
learning skills such as speaking, 
listening and concentration. 
We build on the experiences and 
interests of the children within 
the class whilst making the most 
of our beautiful grounds and 
surroundings and many of the 
whole school’s facilities, such as 
the swimming pool. Your child’s 
day will be filled with fun packed 
learning, time outdoors (rain or 
shine) as well as moments for a 
more relaxed chance to develop 
friendships and confidence. 

The Pre-Prep for Years 1 and 2 
share facilities with the Early 
Years, have their own area 
within the school and also enjoy 
the benefits of the expertise of 
Prep School staff when learning 
Drama, French, Music, IT or PE. 
We aim to create a stimulating 
environment to develop a love 
of learning with sound academic 
skills that will support their 
learning throughout their school 
career. Our ethos is to tailor the 
education to each individual child.

At Abberley our aim in the 
first few years of your child’s 
education is to ensure 
that they are cared for, 
stimulated, protected and 
most importantly that they are 
happy. With all of the modern 
facilities you would expect, 
our Early Years department, 
covering children up to the age 
of five, offers a well-structured 
range of child-initiated play, 
practical activities and adult-
led learning to help children 
grow intellectually, emotionally 
and socially. As is true for every 
child at Abberley Hall, we focus 
on the individual child and 
offer unparalleled breadth of 
experience and opportunity.
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In the 
midst of 
the trees 
there is a 
doorway 
to a new 
world

YOU’R E IN 
SA FE H A NDS
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Our beautiful grounds feature 
a fully-equipped Forest 
School and classroom sized 
treehouse run by a qualified 
Pre-Prep Forest School leader. 
Class 1 and Class 2 have their 
own Forest School session 
every week throughout the 
school year, whilst in the 
Early Years, regular Outdoor 
Exploring sessions occur, so 
that even our youngest pupils 
enjoy the woods, animals 
and extensive grounds.

This hands-on approach to 
learning takes the children out of 
the classroom to work and play. 
Where appropriate, lessons are 
linked to the topics being taught 
in the classroom. As research 
shows, children’s motivation 
for learning and discovery is 
increased in a natural outdoor 
setting. This also spills over 
into increased attention and 
focus within the classroom.

Allowing our pupils to explore 
and experience the natural 
environment builds their 
independence, confidence, 
self-esteem, motivation 
and concentration as well 
as developing their social 
and physical skills.

Each term, the Forest school 
sessions culminate in a 
shared Early Years and Pre-
prep Forest School session 
which involves a themed 
treasure hunt, hot chocolate 
and toasted marshmallows 
on the open woodland fire.

E X PLOR ATION LE A DS 
TO LE A R NING – 

THE CL ASSROOM 
INSIDE OU T
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NURSERY 1 (2-3 YEARS)

During their first year at 
Abberley we aim to instil 
confidence, happiness and the 
early foundations of learning. 
Children join this nurturing 
environment from the age of 
2 with a focus on hands on 
learning, creativity and challenges 
to help your child grow both 
intellectually and emotionally. 

The children benefit from the 
extensive outdoor space as well 
as the excellent indoor facilities 
and are offered activities such 
as Drama, Ballet/Music and 
Movement, Cooking, Art and 
Music to name a few. They will be 
introduced to phonics, number 
skills as well as early mark 
making to give them the best 
possible start to their education.

CLASS 1 (5-6 YEARS)

In Class 1 pupils begin the Key 
stage 1 National Curriculum. 
During this year Class 1 are 
introduced to more in depth 
independent learning. Science, 
Computing, History, Geography, 
Art and DT and other areas are 
taught through topics allowing 
children to become immersed 
in a subject and to find 
relevance in all that they learn. 
Opportunities are provided 
for the children to take this 
learning into their play in role 
play, games, craft and forest 
school. Every child begins the 
day by reading one to one with 
the class teacher or assistant. 
Morning lessons are focused 
on Maths and English whilst the 
afternoons allow for the more 
creative and physical activities. 

NURSERY 2 (3-4 YEARS)

In their second year pupils 
experience a more structured 
day in readiness for full time 
school. The foundations begun in 
Nursery 1 are built upon through 
the Early Years Foundation Stage 
curriculum, with a daily focus 
on Communication, Language 
and Literacy and Mathematical 
skills. Weekly P.E/Yoga, Cooking, 
Art, Music Ballet/Music and 
Movement and Swimming 
are carefully woven into the 
curriculum. They still enjoy the 
freedom of the outdoors and we 
ensure that the learning both 
indoors and outdoors is both 
stimulating, fun and creative. 

CLASS 2 (6-7 YEARS)

Pupils in Class 2 enjoy specialist 
teaching in French and the violin 
as a class instrument introducing 
music reading and what we 
hope will become a lifelong 
love of music. Subjects from 
Class 1 are developed further 
and the children are introduced 
to the concept of History and 
Geography as separate subjects in 
preparation for the Prep school. 
Debate, discussion and looking for 
patterns and links are encouraged 
to build the foundation for verbal 
reasoning skills. Time is given to 
current events ensuring that the 
children are aware of their place 
in the wider world. The children 
are encouraged to become 
more independent and to set an 
example to the younger children. 
They interact more freely with 
the Prep School to make their 
transition the following year 
a smooth but exciting one. 

RECEPTION (4-5 YEARS)

Reception classes are held in 
the Early Years area, so the 
transition from Nursery to 
full time school is a gentle 
one. The children will learn 
to read through daily phonic 
activities, form numbers, learn 
the numicon number line and 
explore shapes. The children 
are equipped with the skills 
to write independently and 
to form letters in cursive or 
joined script. By the summer 
term most children have 
completed their Foundation 
Stage Curriculum and have 
become independent learners. 
They enjoy specialist afternoon 
lessons in PE, Music, Drama and 
Swimming. After School clubs 
are enjoyed by many; dance 
club, nature club, art club and 
specialisms in gymnastics, ballet 
and tennis are also on offer.

My boys have 
absolutely loved the 
Pre-prep. I’ve seen 
their enthusiasm 
for life and learning 
nurtured and 
developed, and both 
giving their all to the 
amazing opportunities 
given to them.”
— Current parent

TA K ING OU R 
FIRST STEPS
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Prep 
School
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The journey to 
opening young 

minds 



Our boarding framework allows 
us more class time, starting 
at 8.30am and going on until 
6pm four days a week, within 
which time we include, prep, 
independent learning and tutor 
sessions, on top of a full timetable 
of 13 different subjects. Your child 
works at school but not at home.
Our pupils are prepared for 
Common Entrance or Academic 
Scholarship exams in Year 8, with 
an outstanding track record on 
both fronts – a great preparation 
for their next schools and beyond.

At Abberley we believe that 
our children should leave 
with broad horizons – open to 
the wealth of opportunities 
presented by the world today 
and with the foundation and 
skills with which to engage 
confidently and positively with 
these. So we strive to give our 
pupils the broadest possible 
curriculum that balances 
traditional academic rigour, 
for example through Classical 
Greek, French from Year 2, 
and separate sciences taught 
in an exciting and inspiring 
way, with modern, relevant 
and fun courses such as Touch-
Typing, drama and STEM.

BROA DENING 
HOR IZONS

My son is developing 
essential life skills 
and independence 
through boarding and 
is being challenged 
academically to 
approach subjects 
holistically with 
a valuable focus 
on, and plenty of 
opportunities for, 
debate, research and 
presentation. We have 
no doubt that his 
move to Abberley Hall 
has been an essential 
and positive one.”
— Current parent
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Abberley’s emphasis on 
breadth, both within and 
beyond the curriculum, has 
allowed us to establish a deep-
rooted culture that embraces 
the creative arts. All our pupils 
do 75 minutes of Art as well as 
Design Manufacture each week 
on the timetable. However, 
this is just the starting point. 
We pride ourselves on keeping 
the Art Room and Design 
Workshop open at Break Times 
and over the weekend. This 
has fostered a culture which 
sees both of these areas busy 
and full of pupils pursuing 
their own projects happily 
and energetically – just drop 
in and see for yourself.

Moreover our exceptional range 
of Evening Activities, which 
run after supper on Monday to 
Friday gives further scope for 
our children to pursue their 
creative spirit and test their ideas 
supported by inspiring members 
of staff and working to produce 
super results. This might be 
re-building a Landrover, making 
their own film in Animation, Art 
Scholars sessions for Still Life 
drawing led by a professional 
artist, enamelling in the 
Ceramics Room, Photography 
or pursuing their own project in 
the Workshop, which can range 
from building an outdoor seat 
to go around a mature oak, to 
making their own electric guitar.

CH A LLENGING 
CR E ATI V E MINDS
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Every year group performs 
their own play each year, with 
a musical production in the 
Easter Term, when the Year 7s 
& 8s take the main roles, but 
are supported by the rest of 
the school. We have informal, 
lunchtime Showcases for music 
and drama performances about 
four times a term, and these 
are lovely moments when 
all ages and standards have 
a chance to show what they 
have learnt and achieved.

Almost a third of our pupils study 
LAMDA, with an outrageous 
success rate in their exams. And 
on top of this we have a strong 
tradition of public speaking: 
all the pupils will do a small 
speech every year on a subject 
of their choosing, the best ones 
going through to a judged final. 
Likewise we have Prose and 
Poetry reading competitions, 
and pupils volunteer to read in 
Chapel during the week and on 
Sundays. It is a wonderful life 
skill all our children develop 
during their time at Abberley.

Choirs are popular and strong – 
just come to our Christmas Carol 
Service or a Sunday Chapel.

The breadth of an Abberley 
education means a strong 
culture also in the performing 
arts. Likewise this is created 
by ensuring that the timetable 
offers all the children generous 
amounts of protected time 
to establish the foundations, 
with 50 minutes a week of both 
Music and Drama right from 
Reception. On top of this we 
pride ourselves in providing 
plenty of performance 
opportunities. We believe 
passionately that the education 
we give our children first and 
foremost must give them 
a deep-rooted self-belief, 
and nothing embeds this 
as much as the chance to 
perform to an audience.

A LL SINGING  
A LL DA NCING
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All the 
World’s 
your stage

18





We do Games six days a week 
and the emphasis is very much 
on being part of the team and 
representing Abberley to the 
best of one’s ability. Everyone 
will represent the school several 
times a term and be proud to 
do so, whilst exceeding their 
expectations and supporting 
each other in this endeavour. 
There will be losses as well as 
success; we will not always 
agree with the decisions made; 
there will be moments of joy 
and disappointment. This 
mirrors life. Even those for 
whom sport does not come 
naturally learn during their 
time here to be resilient, that 
hard work and practice brings 
improvement, that success 
does not come without taking 
risks and that alone we can 
do so little, while together 
we can do so much. This will 
be through playing hockey, 
rugby, football, netball, cricket, 
tennis, swimming, athletics, 
badminton, horse-riding, cross-
country, and that’s not all!

Just come and watch the 
whole prep school head off 
for their weekly cross-country 
run – we all do it, whether we 
are great runners or not. It is 
super occasionally to see an 
older pupil stopping to help a 
younger one who is struggling. 

W E A R E A LL  
T E A M PL AY ERS

This school has 
encouraged me to 
embrace sport and 
motivated me to 
excel and achieve my 
sports scholarship.”
— Edward R-D
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We are very proud to be what 
has become increasingly 
rare, a prep school with lots 
of full boarders, both girls 
and boys, from Year 3 to 
Year 8. We are very much 
a boarding school, but one 
that welcomes day pupils, 
who can take full advantage 
of the boarding structures 
and systems we operate, and 
who often become boarders 
while they are here in order 
to take full advantage of our 
Evening Activity programme 
or the fun and stimulating 
Weekend programme on offer.

We work very hard to make 
pastoral care at the centre of 
what we do. Our boarders along 
with the boarding staff (well over 
half our teaching staff live on 
site), are very much at the heart 
of the school. We eat our meals 
together, work and play together. 
This was never more evident 
than when the heavy snows 
blocked us in, or when a long 
power cut struck mid-afternoon 
and lasted deep into the night; 
everyone pulled together, and 
it ended up being lots of fun – 
stories by firelight in the Front 
Hall followed by an early night.

Our boarding staff strive to make 
boarding a home from home, 
and achieve a wonderful balance 
of making things fun within a 
routine and safe structure, when 
children are at their happiest.

TA K ING THE BOR ED  
OU T OF BOA R DING
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Weekly Outdoor Education 
sessions learning bushcraft, 
growing vegetables in the 
School Garden as part of the 
curriculum, camping in the 
grounds, and off-site adventure 
activities in the Black Mountains, 
form a backdrop of experience 
that helps our children to 
develop independence, 
robustness, demonstrate their 
initiative and most important, 
have buckets of fun. 

And that’s before you throw 
in mountain biking in the 
grounds, abseiling off the Clock 
Tower, hiking and rock climbing 
in the Alps and the monster 
endurance cycle ride on the 
Welsh Coast that our Leavers 
take on after their exams.

All these challenges and 
opportunities to grow are 
captured and recognised in  
the Abberley Award scheme 
- a bit like the Duke of 
Edinburgh scheme – each 
pupil can gain a bronze, silver 
or gold award every year by 
completing challenges across 
the spectrum of disciplines: 
academic, sporting, service, 
Outdoor Education, arts, 
charity, leadership, contribution 
to the school community.

We are blest at Abberley 
to be situated in the most 
glorious spot amid 90 acres of 
woods and grounds. Coupled 
with this we have space on 
our weekly timetable and at 
weekends to capitalize on the 
opportunities this offers. One 
ingredient former pupils all 
agree on which made their 
time at Abberley special, was 
the sense of freedom, and 
we hold true to this magic 
ingredient, and make as much 
use of the outdoors as we can.

U NFORGET TA BLE 
E X PER IENCES
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The space 
for big  
ideas

26





On top of this our weekend 
programme provides the 
opportunity to extend the 
experience outside the 
classroom. ‘All-In weekends’ in 
the school grounds might involve 
den building, mass nerf gun 
battles, games of Capture the 
Flag, camping and cooking pizzas 
outdoors. ‘Optional weekends’ 
give the opportunity for trips off-
site such as overnight camping in 
the Brecon Beacons, Zip-World, 
the Bear Grylls Centre, trips 
ice-skating, go-karting, indoor & 
outdoor climbing, kayaking on the 
river Severn, to name but a few.

There is also a tradition at 
Abberley of extending the 
educational experience far from 
the Abberley grounds. Since 
2002, every other year, we have 
been taking a group of year 7 
and year 8 children on a sport 
and cultural tour to South Africa; 
a life changing experience. The 
Year 8 rugby players tour the 
Isle of Man and skiing trips 
are popular too. It is amazing 
to see how much the children 
grow up and develop their 
independence on trips like these.

At Abberley we like to make 
the most of our surroundings. 
This happens as part of our 
curriculum, with lessons spent 
outside in the grounds in the 
Outdoor Education area, in 
our impressive treehouse, 
measuring wind speed from 
the clock tower or examining 
various architectural 
features for an art project.

During their time here Abberley 
pupils will participate in a 
number of cross-curricular trips 
and adventurous activities. 
These range from an overnight 
Arts trip to London, a Year 7 
trip to the Alps to explore a 
different culture as well as 
the mountains and cuisine; 
visiting local museums; 
plentiful theatre trips for 
all ages, and much more. 

A DV EN T U R ES 
FA R A ND W IDE
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At the end of their time at Abberley 
the Leavers undertake a ‘Leavers’ 
Programme’ involving activities, 
exercises and talks to prepare 
for life beyond Abberley. The 
culmination of the programme is 
the surfing trip to Cornwall where 
not only is the great skill of surfing 
mastered, but those strong bonds 
that have been developed during 
their time at Abberley are firmly 
cemented. What is more, most 
undertake a cycle challenge of 
over 100 miles in a day, raising 
money for charity and learning 
a great deal about their reserves 
of self-belief and supporting 
one another in a mammoth, 
but deeply satisfying, effort.



Try 
something 
a little
different...
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A new day 
means a  

new adventure



NEV ER  
A DU LL  

MOMEN T
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Keep up to date 
abberleyhall.co.uk

FIND US HERE
Abberley Hall School 
Worcester, WR6 6DD

FOLLOW OUR SOCIAL MEDIA
Instagram: abberleyhallprep

Twitter: @abberleyhallsch
Facebook: abberleyhall

GET IN TOUCH
Call us on 01299 896275 
Email us at info@abberleyhall.co.uk


